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Welcome to issue 116 of HANDBRAKES & 
HAIRPINS, your FREE weekly insight into 
the world of rallying!
 As always, I hope you enjoy this 
week’s exciting edition!

Yours in Rallying,

Evan Rothman

Welcome to H&H!

Contact

• Dakar: Chile - Argentina 2010
• Turkey: Istanbul Rally Rd. 3
• IRC: Rallye Monte Carlo



                                               

 

 

McKlein Rally 2010 – The Wider View  

Rallying always was and still remains the world most photogenic branch of motor sport with its 
natural and often stunning backgrounds. The calendar “McKlein Rally 2010 – The Wider View” 
reveals beautiful landscapes, water splashes, jumps as well as technical views in service areas. It 
does all this in an impressive 95-centimetre wide panoramic format. For each month of the year, it 
gives you a choice between two very different pictures for example works cars from the WRC 
teams Ford and Citroen, or pictures of the championship’s other major stars like Marcus Grönholm 
in a Subaru Impreza WRC. Moreover, some images of the latest S2000 cars pay tribute to this 
new formula in rallying as well as the growing interest in the IRC. As last year, the calendar 
contains exclusive background information from McKlein’s photographers on the location where 
the pictures were taken and the camera settings used. 

Technical details: 

• Publisher: McKlein  

• Photos: McKlein  

• Size: 97 x 48 cm  

• Pages: 25  

• Pictures: 43 (choice between two images every month)  

• Extra features: spiral binding, dispatched in a cardboard box 

• ZAR 695.00 including vat excluding postage 

                                               

To place your order contact us on the following number- 

Telephone +27 11 6708400 

E-mail: sales-1@ats-motorsport.co.za 

Website : ats-motorsport.co.za 
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Featuring European rally championships, British rally championships, Rally America 
events, international rally results and videos, as well as S2000 and WRC news.

THE LATEST NEWS FROM THE WORLD OF RALLYING

        www.rallybuzz.com

The world’s latest rally news
SEND YOUR TEAM’S NEWS, PRESS RELEASES 
OR UPDATES TO EVAN.HHMAG@GMAIL.COM!

BRR to support Paulo Nobre in P-WRC 
Championship campaign
BRR announces a new addition: Brazil’s Paulo Nobre, together 
with his co-driver Edu Paula, will compete in six events of the 
world championship for production-based cars in a Mitsubishi 
Lancer Evo X of the Baumschlager Rallye & Racing GmbH – in 
Sweden, Jordan, New Zealand, Finland, Japan and Wales.   
 Paulo Nobre is a fl amboyant character in the scene.
The Brazilian is the vice-president of the world-renowned 
football club Palmeiras, the green & white team from Sao 
Paulo, and a genuine rally adventurer, who has already 
contested the Dakar in Africa. Sweden (February 12th-14th) 
will also be an adventure for him. Nobre and his long-time 
co-driver Edu Paula will be driving on snow and ice for the fi rst 
time in their lives.
 Raimund Baumschlager, head of the company, about 
the cooperation: “Of course we’re very happy that we’ll be able 
to work with Nobre this coming season, after we’ve already 
looked after him during the 2009 Wales Rally. He’s a glamorous 
fi gure, a real adventurer, who has a lot of fun with rallying. It’s 
certainly going to be a challenge for him, especially Sweden, 
but also for ourselves, because the BRR company faces a busy 
2010 season.
 “We’ll have to cope with a huge international 
programme this year. Eight rounds of the Middle East 
Championship plus one tarmac event in Europe with Rashid 
Alktebi and the Skoda Fabia S2000, six rallies with Paolo Nobre 
in the Mitsubishi Evo X, as well as the 2010 S-WRC with Patrick 
Sandell in the Skoda Fabia, which also starts mid-February in 
Sweden.”
- Credit: www.brr.at and www.rallybuzz.com

Free iPhone application for IRC Rally 
Challenge series now available
With the start of the Monte-Carlo Rally drawing ever near, 
Eurosport Events, the promoter of the Intercontinental Rally 
Challenge, has last week announced the launch of its new 
iPhone application: IRC Rally.   
 This application, which is free to download, allows all 
rally fans to catch up with all the latest news from the IRC and 
get up-to-the-minute information about the IRC rallies, drivers, 
teams and offi cial standings.   
 In the fast-moving environment of rallying, every 
second counts: with live times from the stages and breaking 
news as it happens, the new IRC Rally application for iPhone is 
simply a must for every rally fan!   
 In addition to this live content, IRC Rally also features 
the latest pictures and provides iPhone users with practical 
information to map the location of the Service Park, book 
tickets and access the events’ offi cial websites.   
 As well as being a useful companion, IRC’s latest 
communication tool is also adaptable and interactive: fans can 
modify the size of the text for their own reading comfort, share 
information and easily pass stories onto their friends by email 

or on Facebook.   
 With the IRC iPhone application, you too can become 
a part of the New Generation of rallying!   
 Available NOW free of charge on iTunes and at the 
App Store http://www.apple.com/ipodtouch/features/app-
store.html or at www.rally-irc.com.
- Credit: www.rally-irc.com

P.G. Andersson to compete in SWRC 
in a Skoda Fabia S2000
Per-Gunnar Andersson announced on his website recently that 
he will be contesting Rally Sweden in a Skoda Fabia S2000.
The Swede had originally entered the World Rally 
Championship event with his own Mitsubishi Lancer Evo IX, 
but has now decided to use the Skoda instead. He has been 
awarded a wildcard entry into the highly competitive S-WRC 
category by the Swedish rally organisers.
 Commenting on the upcoming challenge, Andersson 
said: “It will really be fun to try this category –  especially on 
home soil.”
 Andersson will test the JM Engineering run Fabia on 
the Sunday and Monday before the rally starts.
Credit: www.pgandersson.se and www.rallybuzz.com

Rally New York moves up a gear as ti 
nears rally date for 2010 event
Earlier this week, the Town Council of Walton, New York 
approved the special use road permits for the 2010 edition 
of Rally New York USA. Together with the three-year contract 
with the Town of Thompson that encompasses the Village of 
Monticello, Rally New York, Ltd. has road permits for the event 
in place.
 Rally New York USA, a two-day tarmac rally, is unique 
in that it is the only National Championship event in North 
America that is run entirely on tarmac roads. Ken Block and 
Alex Gelsomino won Rally New York USA in two previous 
years. Ken Block recently announced the formation of Monster 
World Rally Team and its participation in the 2010 World Rally 
Championship.
 2010 Rally New York USA will be entirely based and 
headquartered in Walton, New York. The rally is a round of the 
United States Rally Championship 
(www.usrallychampionship.com) and allows full reconnaissance 
of the rally route and pace notes. Each of the two days is a 
separate round of New York Rally Championship 
(www.rallynewyork.net/nyrc.htm).
- Credit: Rally New York Media
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Hermann Gassner Jnr and Kathi 
Wustenhagen join Red Bull and BRR
The Red Bull Rally Team will enter a Swedish duo in 2010 
– and now a German duo as well. Following Sandell in the 
S-WRC: Hermann Gassner jnr/Katharina Wustenhagen 
will also compete for Red Bull and BRR in the World Rally 
Championship, Group N.
 Gassner jnr/Wustenhagen will start in fi ve WRC 
events – in a Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX. The Red Bull Rally 
Team will enter the 2010 World Rally Championship with two 
cars. Beside Patrik Sandell/Emil Axelsson (Skoda Fabia S2000, 
S-WRC) BRR team boss Raimund Baumschlager will enter 
another crew in the 2010 World Rally Championship.
 The 2009 German rally champions Hermann Gassner 
jnr/Katharina Wustenhagen will take the start in fi ve WRC 
events this coming season – in a Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution 
IX. At just 21 years of age, Hermann Gassner Junior is ranked 
among the great talents and hopefuls in German rallying.
 In 2009 Gassner jnr/Wustenhagen took the German 
title with four wins and also caught everyone’s attention at the 
WRC event in Wales with some quick times.
 The two caused a great stir in 2008 – by winning 
the Group N category of the German WRC round. For the 
fi rst time in his active career of four years, fi ve WRC rounds 
await the young Bavarian – the right step at the right time 
in a professional environment. At a minimum, the events in 
Sweden, Portugal, Germany, France and England are on this 
season’s agenda.
 The BRR team will run its tried and tested Mitsubishi 
Lancer Evolution IX. Hermann Gassner jnr is to be developed 
further during his 2010 campaign and continuously led up 
towards the top class.
 Baumschlager: “It’s certainly a very promising task to 
be looking after one of the greatest talents in German rallying 
and help him in his international development. Hermann has 
the appropriate speed, technical understanding and is already 
very serene despite his youth.”
- Credit: www.rallybuzz.com

Michael Kosciuszko steps up to SWRC 
2010 in a Ford Fiesta S2000
Former Junior Championship driver Michael Kosciuszko will 
make the step up to the S-WRC category this year in a Ford 
Fiesta S2000 - the car he believes will be the class of the fi eld.
 Kosciuszko, 24, has contested the J-WRC for the last 
three seasons, most recently in Suzuki Sport Swift S1600. Last 
year the Pole had his most successful season to date; winning 
two rounds and fi nishing in the runner-up spot.
 This year Kosciuszko and co-driver Maciek Szczpaniak 
have entered the new S-WRC category with a Fiesta prepared 
by Belgian fi rm Symtech Racing and run under the Dynamic 
World Rally Team banner.
 “After three years in J-WRC we felt that it’s time to 
step up,” explained Szczpaniak. “We are looking to the long-
term. The S2000 car is the future of WRC and the future of 
rallying.”
 The choice of car was made after Kosciuszko tested 
two alternatives; the Peugeot 207 S2000 and Skoda Fabia 
S2000. According to the team, the M-Sport prepared Fiesta 
proved unbeatable. “Ford is focused on the development of 
this car, which means these new S2000 Fiestas will be very 

competitive,” said Kosciuszko. “Choosing the Fiesta means I 
can also count on a lot of support from M-Sport. I’ve had the 
opportunity to do already a few miles in the car and I think this 
is one with a very high potential.”
 The pair will start their seven-round programme 
on Rally Mexico, and are looking forward to taking on some 
familiar foes. “Our “old” rivals Martin Prokop and Patrik Sandell 
will be competing in the S-WRC series, so we’re looking forward 
to a good battle with them for the championship,” added 
Szczpaniak.
- Credit: www.wrc.com and www.rallybuzz.com

Petter Solberg prepares for 2010 
WRC in regional Swedish rally
The 2003 World Rally Champion Petter Solberg may have 
impressed the world of rallying last year by putting together 
his own world class rally team in just a few months.  
 In 2009 he drove a Citroen Xsara WRC almost the 
whole year, but for 2010 Petter has geared up with two newly 
bought Citroen C4 WRC 2009s. Using them, Solberg believes 
he can win the championship – and his fi rst test will be made 
in Sweden!
 Not only will Petter start the WRC season in Sweden, 
like all drivers doing a full championship, he will also test his 
car in the local Rally Finnskogsvalsen at the end of this week. 
The rally takes place in the forests around Torsby, on roads 
that will allow for a good indication of Solberg’s speed. Most of 
the stages have been used in previous rounds of Rally Sweden.
 Besides the two new cars, Petter has kept one of his 
Xsaras from last year just because it’s so fun to drive.
Despite the car investments, that are probably quite 
expensive, Petter has told his website that the season budget 
isn’t complete yet. However, he hopes to be able to complete 
it during the coming week, and then present his new Petter 
Solberg World Rally Team. To judge from the Norweigans’ 
hopes on the 2010 season, however, it doesn’t look too dark 
in his wallet. When WRC.com asks him if he could win the 
championship this year, he answered: “That is the plan. We 
want to be right up there fi ghting for the title with Sebastien 
and Mikko. That’s the reason we’ve worked so hard to get this 
car and why we’re working so hard to get enough budget to 
fi ght.”
 We’ll have to wait for Wales Rally GB in November 
to see how the season concludes for Petter – but the fi ght 
starts already on the 11th of February on the snow in Sweden. 
Welcome to Rally Sweden!
- Credit: www.rallysweden.com and www.rallybuzz.com
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The phrase “Monte Carlo or bust” is 
always used as a cliché; in rallying there 
is not much room for cliches, but for 
once that phrase has a ring to it for the 
Barry Motorsport team.
 Our journey to Monte Carlo 
began many months ago at the end of 
the 2009 season as we sat around the 
kitchen table in the Barry household 
and refl ected on what was a very 
exciting and rewarding season for us in 
2009. Daniel and I had won both the 
UK Mitsubishi Evo Challenge and the 
Production Group N class in the United 
Kingdom national gravel series and then 
fi nished off the season with an overall 
win on the Baltinglass National Rally in 
Ireland (which was a special victory to 
us as it was in Daniel’s home county of 
Wicklow and it was the rally of my own 
Garda Motor Club). The family-run team 
had run fl awlessly in 2009 thanks to the 
help of talented and dedicated people in 
the back room - too many to mention 

- but each worked tirelessly for us and 
ensured our successes in 2009. So with 
that in mind, the conversation turned 
to what we should do next, what was 
the next level we could try, where could 
we go for an adventure and a challenge 
and there began the journey to Monte 
Carlo...
 It began, as all rallies do, with 
an entry form, albeit one in French 
this time, and Daniel’s dad is the main 
man in the team for such stuff so he 
and I dotted every “i” and lower case 
“j” etc, and sent it on its merry way to 
the Automobile Club Monte Carlo and 
awaited our confi rmation of entry. Then 
began the long process of rebuilding the 
car after its long 2009 season. 
 Every nut and bolt was checked 
and/or replaced, no stone was left 
unturned... We did a national rally in 
Ireland in late December just after 
Christmas Day in Daniel’s other Group 
N Mitsubishi Evo just to keep us in 
practice, and the icy conditions were 
perhaps more like Monte Carlo than we 
normally experience in Ireland and it 

Daniel Barry and Martin Brady are this week 
embarking on challenging the weather, the terrain 
and the IRC regulars on the IRC Rallye Monte 
Carlo this week. Co-driver Martin Brady writes 
EXCLUSIVELY for HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS on 
their campaign this week.

BARRY AND BRADY: IN MONTE CARLO

Story by Martin Brady
Pictures by Barry Motorsport

Barry and Brady: 2009 Results
Mitsubishi Ralliart UK Evolution Challenge
27 - 28 Feb: Rallye Sunseeker - 1st
20 - 21 Mar: Brick & Steel Border Counties Rally - 1st
18 Apr: Pirelli Tour of Cumbria - 2nd
8 - 9 May: Manx National Rally - 1st
30 May:Severn Valley - 1st
18 Jul: Swansea Bay Rally - 1st

Daniel Barry Profi le:
Age: 24
Home Town: Enniskerry, Ireland
Team: Barry Motorsport 



was a good test until brake problems 
meant we went home early. While 
the lads in the workshop returned to 
preparing the Evo IX, I returned to 
my computer and researched previous 
stages and in-car footage using such 
novel methods as Google Earth and 
YouTube. Can you imagine what the 
co-drivers of the fi rst Monte Carlo Rally 
would think 78 years ago when they 
started the fi rst ever Monte Carlo Rally 
to think that in the years ahead an Irish 
man could plan a recce schedule for the 
rally right down to the nearest kilometre 
while sitting at his desk in Ireland? 
 One by one things came 
together and exactly seven days before 
the fi rst stage was due to start our truck 
left Rosslare harbour in Ireland bound 
for France and loaded up and ready for 
anything the French Alps could throw at 
us. Our team for this rally had increased 
to 11 people, plus Daniel and I, which 
included our mechanics, our ice note 
crew and our co-ordinator. We felt ready 
and willing. 
 Daniel and I fl ew out on the 
Friday morning from Ireland and met 
one of our team at Nice Airport where 
he unloaded our recce car. This is a 
standard Evo VII road car with some 
modifi cations to make it suitable for 
recce such as sump and tank guards, 
a trip meter, an on board camera 
to record the stages and, of course, 
studded winter and snow tyres. We 
headed direct from here to Monte Carlo 
to collect our event documents from the 
Automoblie Club right on the harbour. As 
expected Monaco is very picturesque and 
glamorous. It dawns on you the history 
and prestige of the event once you 
visit the Automobile Club, the trophies 
and photos that are on display there 
are a “who’s who” of champions of all 
disciplines of motorsport. We found time 
for a quick look at the boats we would 

buy if or when we become billionaires 
and after a quick pizza we headed up 
into the mountains to stay in a small 
hotel just 6km from the start of our fi rst 
stage. 
 It was a long and twisty route 
up to our hotel as we had literally to 
take the long way round as the most 
direct route would have taken us in the 
reverse direction over the Col de Turini 
stage and that is strictly forbidden as it 
would be deemed illegal reconnaissance. 
So we went the long road, but when 
we got to our hotel it was great to fi nd 
that the staff were excited to have us 
staying there because the rally is a big 
highlight in their year and they enjoy 
getting to meet any crews taking part in 
the event. The receptionist was asking 
to see our pacenotes and maps, such 
was her interest, and in my very limited 
schoolboy French I tried to show her 
some of the tools of our trade but I had 
to draw the line when she wanted to 
keep my road book as a souvenir! 
 The next three days can only 
be described as a blur of non-stop 
driving: recce was allowed from 8am 
to 8pm, and we used almost every 
minute of that available time to complete 
our three passes on the stages. In 
total we drove over 1 824km of which 
almost 670km were on a stage either 
making or checking our pace notes. It 
was arduous not only because of the 
distance involved, but the terrain was 
mountainous with snow or maybe ice 
and then thawing slush. It was just so 
changeable and what was most diffi cult 
is that on some stages you make your 
notes in snow and when you are on 
the return loop perhaps an hour later 
the sun is higher in the sky and it has 
thawed to a slush or perhaps just a 
wet road: its almost like you are on 
the same stage on a different day. It is 
very unusual, but it brings the dangers 
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of black ice and bad surfaces under 
trees and in shaded areas. However, it 
is the same for the other 63 crews in 
the rally so we just made the best notes 
we could and will trust the rest to our 
ice crew, which, incidentally, is another 
Irish man who had great success in 
2009: Craig Breen the Fiesta champion, 
will drive our recce car over the stages 
70min before the fi rst car is due into the 
stage and together with Irish co-driver 
Karl Atkinson, they will check our notes 
again and update us on the changes 
to the road and conditions so that 
when we get to the stage we have the 
best and latest informed notes we can 
possibly have. For some crews this is the 
difference between winning and losing, 
but for us with our limited experience 
of snow conditions it will be vital and 
the difference in staying on the road or 
ending our rally stuck in a ditch. Craig 
and Karl add to the family atmosphere 
of the team as they have done this job 
for us before on other rallies and we are 
good friends outside of rallying. I have 
competed with both Craig and his dad in 
the past and in fact Karl is my daughter’s 
godfather so it is an advantage to have 
someone we know trust and understand 
doing such an important job for us. 
 By Monday night at 6:40pm, 
when we came out of the last stage, 

we were certainly tired and in need 
of rest to prepare for the rally. That 
said, as tough as the recce was it still 
was somewhat enjoyable. The scenery 
in places in the mountain passes was 
breathtaking and the marshals on the 
stages were so friendly and we had 
many happy exchanges and broken 
conversations with them in our best 
French (which is terrible) and their much 
better English, but we managed just like 
true Irish abroad and even signed a few 
autographs and posed for pictures along 
the way. I wonder if the people wanted 
our autographs then how excited must 
they be when real stars like Hirvonnen 
or Meeke pull up at the end of the stage!
 Anyway, as I type this it is 
Tuesday morning and we have just 
completed our paperwork scrutineering 
and the team are at mechanical 
scrutineering with the car. Daniel is 
gone for a rest and I am in my room 
checking and re-checking my notes in 
unison with the camera we carried on 
the recce. It is incessant work, but in 
all those kilometres of stage notes you 
never know the corner that will or may 
catch you out so it is important work to 
proof-read back on your pacenotes as 
much as you can. Our ice note crew are 
out in the mountains doing their own 
familiarisation with the conditions and 

roads and our co-ordinator Donna is 
gone to see the competitor liaison offi cer 
with a list of questions, most of which 
are asked on my behalf, small questions 
querying things in the road book and so 
on, but important questions to sort out 
before the rally begins. A wise man once 
answered one of my many questions 
with the comment: “There are no such 
things as stupid questions, just stupid 
people.” It didn’t deter me though: I 
continue to ask stupid questions even 
though I have almost 180 rallies on my 
CV now. The one thing I do know is that 
in rallying every day is a school day and 
I think in Monte Carlo I need to be a 
teacher’s pet and a swot just to survive 
the 16 stages ahead! 
 We begin tonight [Tuesday 
night] on SS 0, which is the prolouge 
stage, and the results determine our 
seeding order, by the time you read this 
I sincerely hope we will be on Thursdays 
stages west of Valance. Wish us luck 
and I hope to be back in next week’s 
HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS with lots of 
good news stories for you dear reader.

Best Regards,

Martin Brady
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The Impreza N2010 uses the new larger 
33mm air restrictor, introduced by the 
FIA to help balance the performance 
of Group N and the unrestricted S2000 
rally cars.  Increasing the restrictor 
diameter from 32 to 33mm, fi tting high 
fl ow fuel injectors and recalibrating the 
ECU increases peak power by 20bhp, 
but more signifi cantly, improves torque 
and responsiveness throughout the rev 
range.
  The improvements in engine 
performance have been matched by 
enhancements to the car’s dynamics.  
The N2010 Ohlins dampers have been 
revised with extra travel front and rear, 
while all the suspension bushes have 

been strengthened.  
 “The engine and suspension 
changes make the N2010 far more 
competitive,” said Graham Prew, 
Prodrive sales manager. “On gravel the 
Impreza is certainly a match for any 
Super 2000, but it is on tarmac, that the 
additional engine performance will really 
come into its own and make the N2010 a 
competitive alternative to a Super 2000, 
but at about half the price and with 
signifi cantly lower running costs.”
  The Impreza N2010 prices 
start at £120,000 and for the fi rst time 
Prodrive has introduced a fi nancing 
option to enable the car to be leased 
over two years with an option to buy the 
car at the end of the agreement.  The 
package includes insurance and system 
rebuilds. 

Prodrive has launched the Impreza N2010, its 
latest FIA specifi cation Group N rally car.

PRODRIVE POWERS UP IMPREZA

Story by Prodrive
Pictures by Prodrive

Prodrive Subaru Impreza N2010
Engine:
Flat 4-cylinder boxer; Capacity: 1994 cc; Bore: 
92.0mm; Stroke: 75.0mm
Turbocharger: IHI twin scroll with new design 
regulation 33mm restrictor with new roller bearing.

Controllers and displays:
Engine: Prodrive-Pectel programmable with removable 
data storage card; Centre diff: Prodrive-Pectel 
programmable fully CAN compliant with selectable 
diff maps; Driver’s screen: GEMS CD25 5.5” colour 
VGA screen with multiple pages including engine, 
transmission and steering information. Increased 
integration of control systems and co-driver’s screen.
 
Exhaust:
Hi-fl ow motorsport catalyst with silencer options 
available in stainless or titanium.
 
Fuel system:
FIA approved FT3-99 95 litre safety tank centrally 
mounted under fl oor.
 
Transmission:
Gearbox: Prodrive-Hewland fi ve-speed manual dog 
engagement with revised gear linkage and 2-stage 
shift light; Front diff: Plated limited slip; Centre diff: 
Electro mechanical locking; Rear diff: Plated limited 
slip; Clutch: STI, 240mm six paddle competition, 
single plate homologated STI cover.
  
Suspension: 
Revised Öhlins dampers with improved travel, 
strengthened rear cross-member high performance 
uprated suspension bushes.
Front: Prodrive-Öhlins TPX 44 MacPherson strut, 
three-way adjustable with front hydraulic bump stop.
Rear: Prodrive-Öhlins TTX 44 coil-over damper, three-
way adjustable on multi-link rear suspension.
 
Steering:
Power assisted quickrack (13:1) for left and right hand 
drive; PAS cooler (optional)
Wheels: Speedline or Work
Tarmac: 18” x 8” or 17” x 8”
Gravel: 15” x 7”
Snow: 16” x 5.5”
Brakes: AP Racing
Tarmac: front: four-piston 355 mm rear: two-piston 
285 mm
Gravel: front: four-piston 295 mm rear: two-piston 
285 mm
Handbrake: WRC style vertical lever using STI/AP 
homologated piston.
 
Dimensions:
Front track: 1 550mm; Rear track: 1 540mm; Length: 
4 415mm; Weight: 1 350kg.
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This initial shakedown allowed the Finn 
to start getting used to the car that he 
will drive on the 2010 FIA World Rally 
Championship.
 With only a few weeks 
left before this year’s World Rally 
Championship season gets underway in 
Sweden on 12 February, Kimi Raikkonen 
has already started his preparations 
in earnest. The 2007 Formula 1 World 
Champion came to Versailles last week 
to see Citroen Racing’s facilities for 
himself.
 The Finn was then able to 
drive the Citroen C4 WRC on a gravel 
test track within the Satory complex. 
Having covered around 50km, the latest 

Citroen Junior Team driver appreciated 
the chance to familiarise himself with his 
new car. “I very much enjoyed meeting 
the team properly for the fi rst time,” he
said. “It was good to try out a few 
different things; I was very interested 
to see how the car reacted when you 
changed some of the settings. Now, I’m 
really keen to get back behind the wheel 
of the C4 again!”
 Kimi Raikkonen’s fi rst 
competitive outing will be on 28 January. 
In order to prepare for the forthcoming
Swedish Rally, the Finn is scheduled to 
compete on the Arctic Lapland Rally in a 
Citroen C4 WRC.

Kimi Raikkonen got his fi rst taste of the Citroen 
C4 WRC on Tuesday, at a private gravel test track 
close to the team’s Satory workshops. 

CITROEN’S NEW DRIVER TESTS C4 WRC

Story by Citroen Racing
Pictures by Citroen Racing

Kimi Raikkonen and Rallying:
After entering three events four rally events in 2009, 
Raikkonen’s best placed fi nishing position was 13th 
overall. This he achieved in the Arctic Rally, and 
followed it up with a 17th overall on another snow 
event the Rally of Mikkeli. Showing tremendous pace 
and skill in his fi rst outings in his Abarth Grande Punto 
S2000, he impressed rally bosses with his talent. On 
the Rally della Marca and WRC Rally Finland, however, 
Raikkonen retired from both events after crashing 
heavily.
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DAKAR: CHILE - ARGENTINA 2010
01 - 17 January 2010

Stage 12 - Jan 14
San Juan - San Rafael
Liaison: 23km
Special Stage: 476km 
Liaison: 297km
When they woke up on the morning of 
14 January at the bivouac in San Juan, 
many of the bikers were not aware that 
the rankings for the previous day’s stage 
had undergone somewhat of a change. 
 Late the previous evening, the 
race stewards had in fact given time 
bonuses to the riders who opened the 
road and fell foul of incorrect indications 
set up by an Argentinean policeman 
after 13km. It was a blow for Frans 
Verhoeven who saw victory slip away 
from him without even clambering on 
his bike. In the end it went to Marc 
Coma, making it his third consecutive 
success. Another consequence, of 
greater importance, was that Pal Anders 
Ullevalseter, the second placed rider in 
the general standings, was rejoined by 
“Chaleco” Lopez, with both riders on 
exactly the same time.   
 As a result, the stakes in the 
12th stage soon became focused on the 
fi ght for second place, a battle played 
out over a matter of seconds between 
Lopez and Ullevalseter. The Norwegian 
rider was in the ascendancy on the fi rst 
half of the route, which was quicker 

and better suited to the capacities of 
his 690cc KTM, even with the restrictor 
on. After 363km, he even boasted a 
lead of 01min 34sec over his rival. 
However, during the sandy last 113km 
to be covered of the stage, the little 
Aprilia belonging to “Chaleco” came 
into its own. At the fi nishing line, the 
Chilean won the fourth special stage of 
his career on the Dakar and the third 
this year. More importantly, he distanced 
Ullevalseter by 01min 13sec. With two 
stages left before the end of the Dakar, 
a point that Lopez has never reached in 
three attempts, the minutes have never 
been as precious.   
 With a comfortable lead that 
he has built up at the front of the 
race, Cyril Despres was in a position 
where losing a few minutes was not 
a problem. As a result, the leader of 
the general standings concentrated on 
keeping his bike on the track, whilst 
maintaining a pace that would not affect 
his concentration. At San Rafael, he 
arrived at the bivouac 17min later than 
his nearest rival, but nonetheless with a 
reassuring lead of 01hr 03min.   
 At the start of the car race, 
Carlos Sainz surely must have thought 
back to the 12th stage of the Dakar 
2009, during which he lost the race 
when he went brutally crashing off the 
tracks. At the time, his nearest pursuer 
was Giniel De Villiers. This year, the 

The last three stages of Dakar 2010: Chile - Argentina 
produced motorsport action galore! Moving closer to the 
fi nish line with each kilometre, the two leading Car category 
crews were separated by a handful of minutes. Each Check 
Point was treated as if it were a World Rally Championship 
stage... Cyril Despres and Vladimir Chagin were dominant in 
their respective categories, but the race was still on!

VOLKSWAGEN SWEEP TO 1-2-3 VICTORY

Story by www.dakar.com / ASO.



situation is slightly different with a wilder 
team-mate, Nasser Al Attiyah, trailing 
Sainz by 04min 28sec before they got 
down to business on this stage. With a 
virtuoso like Al Attiyah on his tail, the 
Spaniard had no means of controlling the 
situation. He started the race some way 
behind his rival, so the “Matador” had 
to go out and conquer, and he did so, 
overtaking in particular Robby Gordon. 
Meanwhile, Al Attiyah had come across 
his former team-mate Guerlain Chicherit, 
who had ground to a halt after breaking 
the transmission on his BMW X3. The 
Qatari, who also overtook Orlando 
Terranova, was therefore forced into 
opening the road by the circumstances 
of the race. At the half-way point, the 
statistics were in Sainz’s favour, since 
he had put in the best intermediate 
time, with a lead of 02min 03sec over 
Peterhansel and more importantly 04min 
19sec over his team-mate.   
 However, on the second section 
of the special, Al Attiyah picked up the 
pace to such an extent that he was 
able to limit the damage and maintain 
the suspense. At the fi nishing line, he 
achieved the second best time of the 
day, only 52sec behind. Whilst there 
are still two stages left to complete the 
Dakar, it is on the stage leading to Santa 
Rosa that the “four-wheeled wild-man” 
will be lying in wait for Sainz.
 In the truck category, Vladimir 
Chagin has only had to measure himself 
against a sole adversary since the start 
of the rally, because he has shared 
the stage victories with his team-
mate Firdaus Kabirov. On the way to 
San Rafael, the two Kamaz were often 
neck-and-neck. With just more than a 
minute’s lead, the “Tsar” picked up a 
ninth stage victory this year. With the 
56th stage triumph of his career on 
the Dakar, Chagin also put a little more 
distance between himself and Stéphane 
Peterhansel in the Dakar’s record books. 
In the general standings, Kabirov trails 
his team leader by 01hr 13min.

Stage 13 - Jan 15
San Rafael - Santa Rosa
Liaison: 76km
Special Stage: 368km
Liaison: 281km
Finishing second is the story of his life. 
Pal-Anders Ullevalseter is one of the 
pillars of the rally raid and has been so 
for many years. A collector of honorable 
second or third places, often the foil or 
the arbiter of famous Despres/Coma 
duels, the Norwegian has fi nished eight 

times second of a Dakar stage. He will 
have had to wait for his eighth Dakar 
to prove that he can be the fastest as 
well. In this penultimate Dakar stage in 
the 2010 edition, Ullevalseter started by 
crossing the fi rst 50km of sand dunes 
before pushing its KTM bike to the max 
on ultra-fast tracks that were the bulk of 
today’s route. In the end, he beat Cyril 
Despres for the fi rst time in a stage by 
43sec. The event could be a trigger for 
more.   
 To get out of hiding, 
Ullevalseter waited till he was in an 
immediate challenge situation. Pushed 
back in the standings yesterday by 
Francisco “Chaleco” Lopez, he had to 
hit hard to get back to second place in 
the standings! Along the way, he passed 
the Chilean rider who fi nished the day’s 
stage 05min 35sec behind the day’s 
stage winner. This is more than enough 
for Pal to keep his second position up to 
Buenos Aires. 
 Cyril Despres, as solid leader in 
the raid, only has 666km to ride before 
getting his third Dakar title with only 
202km as a special stage. This distance 
seems way to short for anyone including 
second place Ullevalseter to compensate 
the 01hr 04min 12sec lead Despres now 
has in the standings.   
 As for the car category, the race 
is far from being won: both leaders of 
the Volkswagen team are still fi ercely 
battling for fi nal victory. If race orders 
have often been given to freeze – 
sometimes too early – the positions of 
contenders in the general standings, 
no one will now suspect Kriss Nissen 
of having done so and infl uencing the 
rivalry between Carlos Sainz and Nasser 
Al Attiyah. Obviously, the Qatari had 
a free hand this morning to go tickle 
the back of the leader in the general 
standings. And it is exactly what he did 
as soon as they crossed the fi rst sandy 
section of the stage where he was 01min 
22sec faster than Sainz. In the dust of 
the “Matador”, Nasser kept on pushing to 
make the leader doubt and win second 
after second. In the end, his mission 
was half accomplished: Al Attiyah, who 
arrived second of the day’s stage wins 
02min 32sec over Sainz. Before the last 
stage, the gap between the two Race 
Touareg drivers is minute: a slender 
02min 48sec. The margin of Sainz has 
never been this small since he took 
command of the standings on stage fi ve.   
The penultimate stage also reassured 
the BMW X-Raid clan on its abilities to 
defy Volkswagen in the following editions 
of the Dakar and in other rally raids. 

Stephane Peterhansel gets the day’s best 
time whilst Guerlain Chicherit squeezes 
in between Al Attiyah and Sainz in the 
stage rankings. In total “Peter” wins here 
his fourth stage in this year’s Dakar.   
 In the truck category, there 
is still one stage to go for the Kamaz 
team to reach 100% stage success. 
Today – again – as in the previous 12 
stages, a member of the Russian team 
proved to be the fastest i.e. Firdaus 
Kabirov. For the fourth time in the rally 
raid, the title holder arrived ahead of 
his teammate Vladimir Chagin although 
just 01min 50sec ahead. Stage 13 was 
the perfect stage for the Kamaz team 
as Ilgizar Mardeev arrived third after his 
two teammates. In the overall standings, 
Chagin is getting very close to a sixth 
Dakar victory. He is 01hr 11sec ahead of 
Kabirov in the standings.

Stage 14 - Jan 16
San Rafael - Buenos Aires
Liaison: 166km
Special Stage: 206km
Liaison: 335km
At the end of stage 14, during which his 
position was never really threatened, 
Cyril Despres claims his third victory in 
a Dakar after winning the rally raid in 
2005 and 2007. For this last stretch, 
that was literally a straight line, the KTM 
rider had a 01hr 04min 20sec lead on his 
closest contender in the standings, Pal-
Anders Ullevalseter. Naturally, this fairly 
remote threat was easy to control for the 
Frenchman who just did what it took to 
get his bike to the fi nish line still at an 
average speed of 133km/h.   
 Winning the last stage – which 
is traditionally particularly coveted 
because of its prestige – took on a 
symbolic dimension today with the 
rise to power of Ruben Faria, who had 
started tenth this morning. By speeding 
up both to catch up with his leader 
and to give victory a try, Cyril Despres’ 
support rider fi rst achieved best time 
at CP1. His ultimate stage fi nishes with 
fi reworks with the best time of the day 
on a fi nish line where Despres was 
waiting for Faria to congratulate him 
warmly. The joy of the Despres team 
proved to be total a little later in the 
day when his protege Christian Califano 
fi nished his second Dakar at the last 
place in the general standings!   
 A little further down the 
standings, the Dakar hierarchy could 
still have seen some changes. But 
despite all his efforts, “Chaleco” Lopez 
did not manage to bother Ullevalseter, 



ranking second in the standings and also 
fi nishing second of the stage history 
repeating itself again for the eternally-
second Norwegian rider. However the 
Chilean rider is more than happy to have 
completed his very fi rst Dakar, to fi nish 
on the podium and to win the raid in 
the 450cc category with an Aprilia that 
was just starting in the raid as well. Still 
in the 450cc category, David Fretigne 
had to defend his fi fth position in the 
standings being tailed by Alain Duclos 
who was just 3 slim minutes behind him. 
The Yamaha rider only lost about 20sec 
because – amongst other things – of the 
tire problems experienced by Duclos.   
 The situation was much more 
undecided in the car category where 
both leaders in the general standings, 
teammates at Volkswagen but not bound 
by any race orders, started the last 
stage with a minute gap between them. 
On a very fast route, where passing can 
only happen really carefully, Nasser Al 
Attiyah started with a clear but daring 
mission: regain 02min 48sec over Carlos 
Sainz to oust him off the top step of the 
podium. To make the game even more 
fascinating, the results of yesterday’s 
special stage had put the two BMW of 
Peterhansel and Chicherit right in the 
way of both contenders for victory at the 
start this morning.   
 Calling on the full energy of its 
Race Touareg on the track, Al Attiyah 
had gained 18sec at CP1 (km 121). 
Carlos Sainz was only 81km from victory 
with a virtual advantage of 02min 30sec 
in the standings! The Spaniard who had 
been in the lead of the raid since stage 
fi ve did hang on to the shrinking time 

difference without panicking however. 
After passing so close to victory in 
2007, and even closer in 2009, “El 
Matador” fi nally won his fi rst Dakar, four 
years after starting the adventure with 
Volkswagen. History will also recall that 
the two-times WRC champion wins the 
Dakar with the smallest time difference 
of 02min 12sec ahead of Al Attiyah. 
After 4 806km of special stages and at 
an average speed of 101.8km/h, the 
distance between both Race Touareg is 
actually only 3.73km!   
 In the truck category, we know 
now that at Kamaz even the third driver 
is top notch. Ilgizar Mardeev wins the 
last special stage of the 2010 edition 
of the Dakar and provides the Russian 
manufacturer with 100% success rate 
in the rally raid. He arrived 02min 04sec 
ahead of Wulfert Van Ginkel and 02min 
20sec ahead of Martin Macik, but – more 
importantly – he allows Kamaz to hit 
the grand slam: the brand with the blue 
horse has indeed won all stages of the 
Dakar this year. This is unheard of and 
so is the historical list of nine special 
stage victories in the same Dakar that 
Chagin has reached in this Dakar and 
whose record number is certainly here to 
stay. Chagin wins the Dakar by fi nishing 
fi rst in general standings he led from 
start to fi nish and gets here his sixth 
Dakar victory hence joining another 
six-time winner of the event called Karel 
Loprais with whom he now shares the 
record.



TURKEY: ISTANBUL RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP
10 January 2010

“It was not good event for us because 
we suffered technical problems after 
SS2,” wrote Burcu Erenkul in an e-mail 
to me. 
 Driving a Class N2-spec Fiat 
Palio in this the third and fi nal round 
of the popular Castrol Istanbul Rally 
Championship, the  rally car’s fuel hose 
punctured, the right rear wheel’s one 
nut worked loose and very nearly caused 
Erenkul to crash. Once again proving 
her talent, she was able to limp the car 
some metres where they were able to 
change wheels, but her and co-driver 
Ersin Oren were able to use a wheel 
nut from one of the other wheels to get 
going again.

 Sadly, Erenkul was time-barred 
from starting SS3 due to her unfortunate 
technical woes...
  With a strong showing 
in the fi rst round of the Castrol Istanbul 
Rally Championship this season, she 
managed a very impressive eighth in 
Class N2 and was classifi ed as the fourth 
fastest lady driver.
 Round two of the three-leg 
Championship saw Erenkul up the ante 
to set respectable stage times, hot on 
the heels of the faster runners. She 
fi nished this round in a strong eighth 
place in Class N2 and fourth of the lady 
drivers.
 The young Turkish lady will now 
focus her energies on her next event in 
March.

In the highly competitive Castrol Istanbul Rally 
Championship, the third round crowned a new 
winner for 2009/2010. With a focus on the 
youngest female Turkish rally driver for the 2010 
rally season, HANDBRAKES & HAIRPINS reports 
on Burcu Erenkul’s rally weekend.

KEEP GOING, BURCU

Story by Evan Rothman
Pictures by Burcu Erenkul



IRC: RALLYE MONTE CARLO
19 - 23 January 2010

And to befi t a rally of such magnitude, 
an exciting driver line-up, including 
world rally star Mikko Hirvonen, Renault 
F1’s Robert Kubica, IRC aces Kris Meeke 
and Jan Kopecky, plus several leading 
amateurs, took to the start in the French 
city of Valence on Tuesday 19 January. 
 For the second season in a row, 
the Monte Carlo Rally opens the 12-
event IRC schedule. Just as in 2009, a 
demanding route has been plotted with 
the 63 crews expected to tackle the 405 
competitive kilometres over 15 special 
stages prior to the fi nish in Monaco in 
the early hours of Saturday 23 January.   
 The event continues to be 
based in Valence, the capital of the 
department of Drome, in the Valentinois 
region of France. As well as the 
ceremonial start, the main service park 
is also located in the city before the 
event heads south to Monaco for the 
fi nal quartet of stages on the night of 
Friday 22 January.   
 But, it’s the narrow 
mountainous roads in the Ardeche region 
provided the backdrop for the bulk of 
the competitive action on Wednesday 
20 January and Thursday 21 January. 
On Wednesday the itinerary consisted 
of the Burzet-Lachamp Raphael and St 
Pierreville-Antraigues stages run twice 
with remote service in the town of Vals 
les Bains, where crucial tyre changes 
were be permitted. On Thursday the 
route headed to the north of Drome for 
three repeated stages split by service in 
Valence.  
 Friday’s fi nal leg starts in 
Valence. Following a stage from 
Montauban sur l’Ouveze to Eygalayes, 
crews continue south to Monaco where 
they will service before the fi rst run 
over the famous Col de Turini, which is 
included on the Peira-Cava to La Bollene 
Vesubie stage. After three more stages, 
including a second run over Col de 
Turini, the surviving competitors head 
back to Monaco and the fi nish just after 
01:00hrs on Saturday.   
 In a change to the format 
for this year’s rally, a nine-kilometre 
prologue stage got the action underway 
on 19 January following the ceremonial 
start in the Champ de Mars in Valence. 
The run between Lente and Col de 
Gaudissart determined the starting order 
of the rally. Although the standings won’t 
infl uence the fi nal outcome, they could 
be pivotal in the event of the inclement 
weather synonymous with the rally.   
 Given the rally’s mountainous 
location the weather is notoriously 
changeable and that means a stage 

could start in dry conditions but fi nish on 
ice-coated roads. Because opportunities 
to change tyres are restricted, drivers 
regularly have to compromise when 
selecting their choice of rubber for a loop 
of stages. The result is drivers frequently 
having to adopt a cautious approach on 
one stage if their tyres are not suited to 
the conditions, but then being able to 
push on the next test if their tyres are 
ideal for the stage surface.   
 It can lead to drivers losing 
chunks of time on one stage but then 
quickly regaining any lost ground on the 
subsequent run. Even in dry conditions, 
the varying quality of the road surface 
means grip levels often change.   
 Peugeot starts 2010 on 
the back of winning its third IRC 
manufacturers’ title. Briton Kris Meeke, 
who claimed the drivers’ crown last 
season with four wins, tops the list of 
207 S2000 runners in a Peugeot UK-
backed entry. But he will face strong 
opposition from French drivers Sebastien 
Ogier, last year’s shock winner, and 
Peugeot development pilot Stephane 
Sarrazin. Portuguese Bruno Magalhaes 
will make his Monte Carlo debut, but is 
a known quantity on asphalt. Austrian 
Franz Wittmann, who spent 2009 driving 
a Mitsubishi Lancer, switches to a 207 
S2000 for the new campaign and will be 
a solid performer.   
 Skoda is set to provide Peugeot 
with its sternest test. Jan Kopecky, 
last year’s IRC runner-up, heads the 
three-strong factory effort that also 
includes Juho Hanninen and Nicolas 
Vouilloz. Hanninen led in Monte Carlo 
last year before rolling, while Kopecky 
claimed fourth overall. Vouilloz won 
the IRC drivers’ title in 2008 but 
endured a frustrating season last year, 
which began when he crashed on the 
Monte. He switches from Peugeot Team 
Belux to drive a Skoda Fabia S2000 in 
competition for the fi rst time. Of the 
other Skoda drivers, the inclusion of 
Guy Wilks on the entry provides added 
intrigue. The Briton won the RAC MSA 
Rally of Scotland, last year’s IRC season 
fi nale, in a Skoda UK-supported Fabia.   
 Abarth will count on several 
privateer drivers to fl y the fl ag for the 
Italian make. Finn Toni Gardemeister 
provides the fi rm’s best chance of 
victory. His Grande Punto will be run by 
the Italian Astra Racing concern. He was 
in contention for a podium fi nish last 
season until an electrical fault intervened 
and forced his retirement. French drivers 
Olivier Marty and Renaud Poutot will also 
appear in Grande Puntos.   
 For the fi rst time ever, M-Sport 
will be represented in the IRC. The 

British preparation fi rm oversees Ford’s 
World Rally Championship programme 
and is responsible for the design and 
development of the Fiesta S2000. Two 
examples of the machine will appear 
in Monte Carlo: WRC event winner 
Mikko Hirvonen will drive the lead car 
with French youngster Julien Maurin 
appearing in a second entry. Hirvonen, 
from Finland, fi nished second on the 
event when it last counted for the WRC 
in 2008. Maurin took part in 2009 in an 
Abarth Grande Punto but retired with 
mechanical woes.   
 Subaru also joins the IRC this 
season and boasts French ace Bryan 
Bouffi er as its expected star performer. 
The Polish rally champion will drive 
for Tommi Makinen Racing and should 
challenge for a top ten placing. Swiss 
Olivier Burri and Frenchman Jerome 
Aymard should also show well.   
 Italian Gabriele Noberasco 
heads Ralliart’s challenge in a Mitsubishi 
Lancer Evo IX. Frederic Romeyer, from 
France, will also drive an Evo IX. Irish 
veteran Eamonn Boland, who has 
extensive Monte Carlo experience, will 
have a new Evo X model at his disposal. 
His countryman, Daniel Barry, is highly 
rated after winning the one-make 
Mitsubishi Ralliart Evolution Challenge in 
the UK last season.   
 Proton is also registered for the 
IRC but won’t make its fi rst appearance 
of the season until Rally d’Italia 
Sardegna in June when Alister McRae, 
younger brother of rally legend Colin 
McRae, will drive one of the two factory 
cars.   
 The Monte Carlo Rally hosts 
the opening round of the Clio R3 
European Trophy, which will also appear 
on the IRC-counting Geko Ypres Rally 
in Belgium and Barum Czech Rally Zlin 
later in the season. Drivers registered 
for the European Trophy will be able 
to score points in the IRC 2WD Cup 
on those three rallies. While Belgian 
Kris Princen can count on plenty of 
experience, rising Corsican star Pierre 
Campana and Grand Prix driver Robert 
Kubica can be expected to challenge for 
the category win. Kubica, from Poland, 
is a self-confessed rally fan and is 
tackling selected events alongside his 
programme with the Renault F1 team. 

Event Essentials:
Event: 78th edition
Number of stages: 15  
Special stage distance: 405.01km
Liaison distance: 1264.55km
Total distance: 1669.56km

Two months after the curtain came down on the 
2009 Intercontinental Rally Challenge season in 
Scotland, the series bursts back into life on one of 
motorsport’s showpiece events: Rallye Automobile 
Monte-Carlo.

FIERCE FIGHT FOR MONTE HONOURS

Story by www.rally-irc.com




